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Abstract 

The IEEE std. 1596-1992 the Scalable Coherent Interface (SCI) specifies a topology-

independent communication protocol with the possibility of connecting up to 64 K nodes 

altogether. Among many choices of topologies, multistage SCl switching network is a 

candidate for large data acquisition systems in High Energy Physics. There are several possible 

ways of interconnection. Effectively connecting a multislage system with a large number of 

switch elements must focus on real hardware implementations with cost and performance as 

trade-offs. The routing algorithm is essential for transmitting SCI packets to their destinations. 

The routing decision must be fast and deadlock-free. In presence of contention, it may be 

possible to implement adaptive routing. There are different optimal choices of routing 

lUgnrithms for different topologies. This paper will focus on a particular class of multistage 

network systems and two important routing algorithms, namely self-routing and table-lookup 

routing. The effeel of routing delay on system performance is investigated by simulations. 

Adaptive routing and deadlock-free routing are studied. 

Keywords: SCI. multistage system, performance/cosi. self-routing, table-lookup routing, 

itdantivi; routing and deadlock-free routii.g 
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A Study tf Routing Algorithms for SCI-based Multistage Networks 

1. Introduction 

Routing algorithms are essential for switching SCI packets in large SCI-based networks. 

Optimal routing algorithms may differ for different topologies. Choosing the optimal routing 

algorithm must consider many aspects, such as performance, cost and reliability, etc. 

Multistage SCI-based networks are considered for large data acquisition systems in High 

Energy Physics. They are similar to large crossbar switches and are relatively cheap to build. It 

is therefore important to study its routing algorithms. 

SCI [Gusi'92|[SC[-92| provides a bus-like service using point-io-point links and a packet-

transmission protocol. The parallel version of SCI can transfer up to 1 Gbyte/s over short 

distances. Different topologies are investigated to interconnect a large number of SCI nodes 

fJoGo-92][WuJ-93jrWu2-93).To route an SCI packet from source to target requires a routing 

algorithm. SCI does not specify the routing piotocols for SCI-based networks. There are many 

muting protocols for a class of conventional multistage networks, but few of them have been 

investigated to comply with SCI protocols, rhe congestion and deadlock issues in SCI-based 

multistage networks have not been addressed yet. 

Many muting methods are self-routing or based on table-lookup routing. Self-routing is most 

suitable for symmetric, multistage interconnection networks, such as banyan and a class of 

inpologically equivalent multistage networks. The routing is only determined by successive 

hits of its target address. It is fast and simple. Compared to self-routing, table-lookup routing Ls 

more general and can be used for irregular topologies. Every time a packet passes the address 

decoder, it consults die routing table and obtains the path. We will discuss in detail Uiesc two 

methods and their implementations in SCI-based multistage systems. However, none of these 

two algorithms are deadlock-free, so we will provide some of the potential solutions. 

In the present study, self-routing and table-lookup arc both implemented in an SCI system 

simulation environment - SCILab [BoWu-931. The hardware implementation is being 

considered. 
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In the following section we give a short introduction on SCI to ease understanding of rest of 

ihe paper. We also present multistage networks using SCI in this section. Section 3 illustrates 

how self-routing and table-lookup can be implemented in SCI-based multistage networks. In 

this paper, we will focus on Ihe banyan-like SCI networks, though the methods and discussions 

are not restricted to that kind of networks only. Simulation results are shown to see the effect of 

routing delay on system performance. Adaptive routing is discussed in section 4. Section 5 

describes the deadlock problem and provides several solutions. Finally, section 6 contains a 

short summary and conclusions. 

2. SCI and SCI-based multistage networks 

The basic building block of an SCI network is a ring of two or more nodes connected by 

unidirectional links. An SCI node would have the block diagram as shown in figure 1. A two-

node SCI ring is also shown in the figure. 

TO USER APPLICATIONS 

± = =fc 

" l l . decoder ^ b y p a » fif<.^ pkwer H Qm j"| ffl 

M* request 

request 
echo 

resj mse 
response 
echo^j/ 

FIGURE 1. A block diagram ol an SCI node and a two-node SCI ring 

SCI uses packet-transmission protocol. Most SCI transactions are split in two subactions. a 
request and a response packet The exception is the move packet which is without a response 
sunaction. A packet contains target address < 16 bits of nodeld which results in maximum 64 K 
nixies in an SCI system, plus 48 bits of interna] address), command, source address < 16 bits) 
;uiU control bils followed by 0. 16.64 or 256 bytes of data and a CRC checksum. New send 
puL-kets are inserted by a sending node from its output queue subject to the bandwidth 
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allocution protocol in SCI. The send packets are stripped by the target node and an echo is 

returned to tell the source node whether the send packet was accepted by target's input queue, 

or it w;is rejected due to queue overflow or other errors. A retransmission will happen if the 

sending was unsuccessful. 

A single ring system with many SCI nodes will have limited performance. It is therefore 

necessary to connect many rings through SCI switches to achieve high throughput and low 

latency. Designs of SCI switch elements are discussed in [Wul-93][Wu2-93]. The block 

diagram of one of the switch ports is shown in figure 2. We expect that the SCI switch ports 

would have minor difference from an SCI node. But no cache coherent logic is needed. Several 

switch ports are connected back-to-back with possible interconnections as bus, ring, or 

crossbar. Echoes are local to its corresponding ring. The routing info decoder would be more 

complicated than the address decoder in a normal node since tt has to decode a range of 

address, and probably uses other informations other than packet's target address. 

SCI 
IN - H*OUT 

FIGURE 2. A block diagram of an SCI switch port 

Multistage networks arc extensively used network topologies. Il has recently been studied for 

use in SCI-based large data acquisition systems |Wu2-93|. A multistage network built of SCI 

switches must have rings as bask elements as mentioned before. It is imposed by SCI protocol 

AN SCI requires request-response-loops for transmitting and receiving packets. It is possible li> 

•.nnsiriKi huh bidirectional (figure l.a) and unidmxuonal (figure 4.b) multistage sysicms. The 
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bidirectional structure provides richer topologies and is therefore easier for adaptive routing. 

When the traffic is totally random, it doubles the throughput. It has lower latency too, because 

tor unidirectional networks, echoes for the send packets will normally have to go through a 

longer path before being routed back to recognize the success of die sending. However, it 

requires larger switching elements. When the traffic is bidirectional "move" (responseless) 

packets, it does nol efficiently use all the links. 

Both these interconnection topologies support self-routing. We will investigate in the 

bidirectional multistage network in this paper. 

a) b> 

# SCI nodes or switches, could be many 

FIGURE 3. a) A 8 R x8 R bidirectional multistage system interconnected by 4-swHches; 
b) A 8x8 unidirectional multistage system connected by 2-switches. 

3. Self-routing and table lookup routing 

3.1 Using ««It-routing In SCl-twssd moHtoUge networks 

Sdt-touting | WuFe-H0)(NaSa-81), also called digitally controlled routing, is most suitable for 

s>mmctnc. multistage interconnection networks, such as banyan and a class of topologically 

equivalent multistage networks. 
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The tmtin featuivs of the self-routing algorithm are its small routing latency and simplicity of 

hardware implementation. The key property of the self-routing algorithm is that the routing is 

only determined by a bit sequence in its target address. An example of a multistage network 

built of 4-swijch1 elements is shown in figure 4. Here the routing is only determined by a 

single hit in the target address. When implementing this simple self-routing scheme, one must 

guarantee forward progress of packets being transmitted and pay attention to the assignment of 

mxJdds during the initialization. The first condition implies that the packet will flow from one 

side of network to the other. The packet cannot go back traverse the same stage twice. The 

muting between nodes on the same side is not so trivial but is possible. We will discuss it later. 

The example in figure 4 shows how the self-routing algorithm works. One has to initialize the 

nodes in a special way as marked in the figure to comply with the address partition below. The 

address shown in the figures is only a portion of the 16-bit SCI nodeld. If we limit the number 

nl nodes and switch ports on each edge ring to 16, the nodelds have the following formal: 

kkkkk sss rrrr nnnn & (nnnn = 0) then (his node is a switch port 
k j t k else it is a normal node 

ring Id part shown in figure 4, used for routing, 
wrt column index shown in figure 4 

unused 

The switch ports thai are not on the edge rings can be assigned any nodelds since they are 

irrelevant for the routing decision, but they do influence the decision by guarantee the 

forwardness of routing. They should also be chosen to ease management of the system. In the 

c\:unptc we use 3 bits (sss)? for this purpose, but also potentially waste some address range. 

l-.ach bit «f nngld (rnT}2 decides how to route a packet in the corresponding stage. Suppose a 

processor node (00000 (MX) 001I (HK)IV̂  sends a packet to target (00000 111 1001 001(» z. the 

p.k k.-i will he accepted by the switch port (000000000011 OOOÔ  and routed to the lower port 

.iNKKiOoni (Kill 0000>> on the other side of the 2 R x2 R switch, because the target's ringld 

i lixil )j starts with " I " Trom left. A " 1 " will cause packets go to the lower port and a "0" will 

lauve packets no to the upper pan. No packet will be routed to die pons on the same side in 

1 \ I .*iiih i> &\-*HK jllcd ?i(i-ie ' ' '* ililtervnl 1mmnwiveniH'n muliniagc fun. whah n unidim 
>i> H >l Tho «m.iil K m iuhti.npi inJu.jlci Ihe link* jut bidinrvti>>n.il. mure p ret l td v t* a imp 
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column nngld column rinpld 
|ooo or 

^Thc number of norm»] nodei on 
A edge ring doet not have to 
7 u ihown. 

0: route up, 1: route down 
U path from right to left 
0 path from left to right 

FIGURE 4. Using self-routing in a 16 Rx16 n bidirectional multistage SCI network 

this example. In the second stage, packets will be routed upper based on the "0" of (1001 )i and 

third upper, fourth down. At last it reaches (00000 111 1001 0000)2 and continues on the target 

ring to its final destination (00000 III 1001 0010)2. Echoes will be generated locally in each 

stage. The response packet is generated once the request is in its target node. The way of 

routing the response packet is the same. In this example, only one bit corresponds to the 

current stage of a packet determines how to route. 

nilumn nngld 
00 0OO0 
000001 
00 0010 
moon 
110 0100 
00 0101 
on oi in nomti 

IK) 1000 
no loot 
no into 
on inn 
not too 
no i ioi 
no i no 
no i l l I 

M H 1 IflJati COllUl 

JJO) JJO) 
^ ^ 

JJO) 

•^^z 

^^2 <o!T" <o!T" 

~^^L = 

column nnfld 
now» 
II000} 
11 0010 
noon 
IIOIOO 
I I 0101 
I I 0110 
I I Oilt 

II 1000 
II IMI 
II 1010 
•i ion 
II 1100 
II IIOI 
I I 1110 
II l l l l 

FIGURE 5 A binary 16qx16n network formed by < H K 4 B switches 



.4 Stutt\ of Routing Algorithms for SCi-hased Multistage Networks 

A Kt^xlh^ SCl-based multistage network can be also constructed by 8-switch (4Rx4R) 

elements in 2 stages as in shown figure 5. The assignment of nodelds will be slightly different. 

Since only 2 stages are needed, we use 2 bits for column index. Choosing one of the 4 ports on 

the opposite sideof a switch element is decided by two corresponding bits inringld. If a packet 

from the left sideof the system has its target's ringid as (I001>2, the left two bits (10)2 is used 

as routing information for the first stage and the remaining (01)2 is used in the second stage. 

column nngld slage 1 
OOOOOOOO-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -
000 0 0 0 1 0 -
000 0 0 0 1 W 

000 00100 
oooootor . 
OOOOOtlQZ ooo 001 r ^ 

stages column ringid 

T * > | — 1 0 1 00000 
O l f ^ 101 00001 

10J 00010 
j j j — 1 0 1 00011 

— L _ 101 00100 
(in _ io ioo io ' 

' — 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
^ v C - i o i 00111 

— 10101000 
— 10101001 
— 1 0 1 0 ( 0 1 0 

' — 1 6 1 0 1 0 1 1 

- 1 0 1 0 1 ) 0 0 
- 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
- 1 0 1 01110 
"10101111 

— 101 10000 
— 101 10001 
— tot tooto 
— 101 10011 

_ 1 0 1 10100 
_ 101 10101 
— 101 10110 
— 10 0111 

— 101 11000 

EfflflS» 
1 101 11011 
— 101 tMOO 

FIGURE 6. A binary 32 Rx32 R network formed by 4 R x4 R switches 

•\ t 2 R * ' 2 K multistage network interconnected by 4 Rx4 K switches will have redundant links'. 

Such ;i network is not an optimized multistage network. We will discuss the opiimi/cd 

iriu)ii.stai;c network bier. A proposal tor connection is to group every two links as shown in 

lijiua- o. The routing in stage one is decided by only one bil. Two parallel links instead of one 

reduce cnnicnlion on the output pom in stage one. Dynamic adaptive routing can also be 

\ [ink i> unt lv i^ i iun l lt> Nr J riri|t p r i ' v id in j i J hi*1 ifcitN>n.*l i i ' d n v i h o n 
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implemented easily. A random or round-robin scheme could be used to choose one of the two 

links. The grouping can also be done in the links between 2nd and 3rd stage, but the routing 

will be different. 

Building switches with 16, 32 or even more ports is a challenge to chip manufactures. Higher 

integration makes it obvious easily to construct large systems. 

3.2 Table-lookup routing 

While self-routing is very easy to implement on multistage-based networks, it is not true for 

aome other networks, in particular, irregular ones. Self-routing is also inflexible because it is 

topology-dependent. Table-lookup routing provides another approach for routing. Every time a 

packet passes the routing-info-decoder in a switch port, its target address is checked against a 

routing table to determine the path. This algorithm is complete general. 

In reality, to avoid contention and to get fast access, routing tables need to be distributed over 

each switch port, or at least distributed over each switch element. One implementation is to 

have a lookup table at each switch port with one entry per nodeld. Once an incoming packet's 

target address is decoded, the corresponding entry in the table will indicate which port the 

packet should he routed to. This method requires large tables. This can be reduced by grouping 

a range of node Ids into a simple table entry. For instance, one could assume that node Ids are 

grouped into rings and base the routing decision on the ringld. 

A routing table should be able to perform a translation from a given address to: 1) an "is mine" 

decision to indicate that the packet is to stay on the same ring or be routed to far ports; 2) a bit 

pattern output to determine which of the port the packet should be route lo. Both decisions 

have io be fasl. For an echo packet, routing to a far port in the first decision means it reaches its 

destination. The second derision is not necessary since echoes are always local to a ring. 

As an example, we give a routing table with one entry per ring, and we assume that I) 4-

->witchcs arc used; 2) There are 256 nodes in the system; 3) Each ring will have a maximum of 

\t> node i twitch ports or normal nodes) so the (east significant 4 address bits are dedicated to 

the address inside the ring and the 4 upper address bits arc the index of the routing table. 
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Table 1. Au Example of Table-lookup Routing fWuI-93,' 

4 most 
significant 
address 

4 least 
significant 
address 

Output or Address 
Decoder, "is mine" 
decision (one bit) 

Output of Address 
Decoder. Which of the 4 
Tour ports to go (four bits) 

(HXHJ xxxx 0 (keep on the same ring) xxxx (don't care) 

0001 XXXX I (far ports) 0001 (to far port 1) 

0010 XXXX I (far ports) 0010 (to far port 2) 

0011 XXXX I (far ports) 0100 (to far port 3) 

OKX) xxxx(exce 
pi 0101) 

0 (keep on the same ring) xxxx (don't care) 

0101 XXXX 1 (far ports) 0001 (to far port 1) 

1111 XXXX 1 (far ports) 0100 (to far port 3) 

Ol(K) 0101 I (local CSR access) 1000 (to local port) 

The example in table 1 shows die routing table for an SCI-switch port with nodeld = (0100 

0101)2- By u s ' n £ the 4 most significant bits as the index forentry and not considering the least 

4 hits, we make a table of 16x5 bits in this case, which is quite small. This example does not 

intend to show how small the table is, which is not always true, but to show how we can 

implement a table. In order to save one bit in the table, we can use some logic in detecting the 

accessing ul the local Control and Status Registers (CSR), so that the corresponding bit for 

accessing local CSR is saved, under the condition that the delay introduced by this logic is 

mlerablc. Another way to reduce the table size is to use 2 bits instead of 4, to determine which 

nt the output ports the packet should be routed to. 

3.3 Optimized multistage network 

A multistage network i-s called optimized formed when one uses minimum number nt 

switches. Obviously, there are no redundant links. 

OnJv hjUinxiional multistage networks are considered here. For the size of the basic SCI 

swiichfs. one would normally ctøxwe a different number of pons in powers of two. such as 4-

-.witch. X-switch. IfVswitcn, or 32-switch. Il is totally technology dependent. Other port 

numbers would theoretically be possible, but their characteristics are less studied before. 2 

switch is only considered for building of unidirectional multistage networks like the one in 

hHim; ( h 
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The optimized network size depends on the size of switch elements. For an optimized M R X M R 

multistage network built of N R xN R elementary switch chips, S = log^M, where S is the 

number of stages and it must be an integer. 

The example in figure 6 is not an optimized configuration. In the example, one wants to use 8-

switches (4 Rx4 R) to form a 32RX32 R multistage network, and log432 = 2.5 is not an integer. 

An optimized multistage network makes full utilization of switches and thus minimizes the 

cost. 

3.4 Full Communication 

A network is said to provide "Full Communication** if every node can communicate with every 

other node in the network. This indicates that the normal nodes on the same side of the network 

can communicate with each other as well as with those on the opposite sides. The SCI switch 

itself is capable of doing so since it is a crossbar switch. In order to route packets between the 

nodes on the same side, one has to decide the "turning-point". A packet will be routed towards 

the opposite side of the network till it reaches the "turning-point" where it turns back to its 

target, as shown in the two examples in figure 7. The routing of a packet before it reaches its 

"turning-point** is irrelevant. Only after the packet has reached the "turning-point", the 

packet's target address will be used as routing information, and self-routing can then be used. 

The following theorem specifies how to find such a "turning-point". 

THEOREM; Assume that the Iwo nodes S = s(m)s<ro-l)„.s(0) and T = t(m)t{m-I)...t{0) are on the same 

side T stands fur target and S for source. Define C = c(m)c(m-1)...c(0), where c(k) = s(k) XOR Kk) for all 

m >= k >= 0; Exactly 2' possible shortest paths are available to connect S and T. and the number of links 

in the shortest path is exactly 2*(t+]), where i is obtained from C = c(m)c(m-l)...c(i)...c(j)-c(0), c(i)=l 

and c(jM' fur all j < i i is also the number of stages a packet should pass before it reaches its "turning-

r»«int" 

Doing su -. . . calculation in hardware might not be easy. Another solution is to have fixed 

"turning-points" ;u the other side of the network, so that no calculation is needed. This scheme 
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will sacrifice bandwidth and cause longer latency. Allowing "Full Communication" will causu 

potential deadlock, see more discussion in section 5. 

FIGURE 7. Packets route between nodes on the same side of the network. 
More than one path could be find, adaptive routing is possible. 

3.5 The effect of routing delay on the system performance 

Routing delay is the time that is consumed by the routing-info-decoder in a switch port to make 

a routing decision. Different routing algorithms will introduce various routing delays. For 

example, using self-routing algorithm will normally not need more than 10 cycles whilst table-

lookup might take several hundred cycles, depends on technology. We did some simulations by 

SCI Lab *o show the effect of routing delay on the system performance. The throughput and 

latency of the performance matrics are of primary concern in this paper. The throughput shown 

in figure K is the total system bandwidth of packets that sources send to targeta. The latency of 

:i send packet is measured from die entry of the packet into source's output queue until it is 

accepted in its target's input queue. The average latency of all packets is shown in figure 9. The 

simulations arc based on figure 3.a. 

Each normal node has both a sender model (i.e. processor) and a receiver model (i.e. memory, 

cache, etc.). Though traffic is bidirectional dmove64 (move 64 bytes) packets, it is not allowed 

to send packets between nodes on the same side. The processor model keeps sending packets 

tn r.mthnnh chmen targets M certain rate. The ,-iverage interval between iwo successive 
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packets being generated are 100, 150.200, 300,400 and 800 ns respectively, as shown in the 

figures. It is the rate each processor tries to issue, not the rate it succeeds to send. 

The simulation parameters are very optimistic. The SCI links run at 1 Gbyte/s, the time needed 

to go through a bypass Gfo plus the cable delay is 15 ns, and the transmission through the 

internal crossbar-like interconnection takes 10 ns. Packets are routed in virtual cut-through 

technique. Four-packet-deep queues are used for both input and output queues. We simulate 

orAy one "ultra" fast nonna} node on each "edge "-ring instead of many slow nodes. This saved 

us CPU resources. 

We varied the routing delay on switch port" to see its effect on the system throughput and 

latency. We found that for a lightly loaded system, system throughput is insensitive to routing 

delay and for a heavily load system, system throughput decreases sharply when routing delay 

is longer than ca. 100 ns; the higher the load the more effect the routing delay has on the 

system throughput. The reason is that it takes longer time for an echo to come back and 

acknowledge the sending when the routing delay is longer. The consequence of such a late 

echo makes the copy of the send packet stay longer in the queue and thus blocks other packets. 

T 

3 
5. 
S Is 
i 
f 
£ «. 
5 
s. 

h f t m J . 1001*. ovMtoatkd 

JnwonJ j 200 m. 

Mwm>aottn|Moht»|Md«l a 

nouftiga 
10* 

*port(na) 

FIGURE 8. The effect ol routing delay on system throughput 
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Latency increases linearly fur lightly loaded systems. This is a good feature of multistage 

networks. When system becomes heavily loaded, latency starts to increase nonlinearly for long 

routing delay. This indicates that long routing delay will make congestion in heavily loaded 

systems even worse, mainly due lo Ihe retry packets also have to suffer a long routing delay. 

We also found mat overloaded system suffers a much higher latency due to the congestion in 

the system. 

4000< 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 p 1 p-1 

°0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 4 0 0 4 5 0 500 
Routing daisy m *acti nvHch port (na) 

FIGURE 9. The effect of routing delay on system average latency 

4. Adaptive routing 

IH-ierminisuc muling results in path uniqueness, i.e. a unique closed loop is set up for each 

requester and responder pair. While simplifying routing decisions, il also implies a potential 

problem, switch blocking. Switch Mocking is caused by different packets which arc 

simultaneously routed lo the same switch ports. It is obvious thai, when the congestion is 

serious, even adding output buffers at the switch ports will not alleviate the situation, since due 

to the heavy oversubscription at the bottleneck, the buffers will eventually be filled up. 
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Adaptive routing, in contrast to deterministic routing, can route packets according to dynamic 

network conditions, such as congestion. As a result, if there is contention for an output 

channel, some of die packets are re-routed on purpose and have to travel an additional distance 

to the destination. Thus, in adaptive routing, some bandwidth is traded off for fast switching 

capabilities and storage requirements at the ports. However, one sometimes will be in a lucky 

situation where most of the bandwidth being traded is "supposed" to be wasted. 

An adaptive routing scheme for a 4-sw itch-based multistage network is "forth-routing": when 

two packets from two different ports are routed to a third port simultaneously, one of them 

I maybe the one widi lower priority) is supposed to go one stage further through the fourth port 

aid turn one stage back to try with another path, see figure lO.b.I and lO.c. 

The second adaptive routing scheme is "back-routing": when two packets from two different 

pons are routed to a third port simultaneously, one of them (maybe the one with lower priority) 

is supposed to route back to the last stage through the same link (other part of the ring) ii 

comes from and tries the other port, see figure IO.b.2. "back-routing" is more flexible than 

"forth-routing" but also has longer latency. It is more complex for each switch port to make a 

routing decision, especially on how to avoid livelock. For "forth-routing" this is not a problem. 

If the blocking happens at the first stage as in figure lO.c. "forth-routing" is die only scheme we 

could use; if the blocking happens at the last stage, no adaptive routing is necessary since the 

only path to the target is blocked; For those packets that are blocked in the middle stages 

(figure 1<>.b. I and 10.b.2). both 'forth-routing" and "back-routing" are feasible. 

One of the issues must be considered in adaptive routing is that, if right after a packet 

performed an adaptive routing decision, (he minimal path it should go lo is free, so the packet 

did a nun-optimal choice. How often does this happen and how can we avoid this is not a 

trivial task. One possible way is to use registers to note how many conflicts happened and 

decide under which bunch lo do adaptive routing. Weight scheme could be another choice. 

Which nf the two conflict packets should be misrouted is another important issue. Round 

whin. rajuh*n or pnonry-hascd algorithms can he used. 
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J > No alternative possibility here, when contention happens at list stage; 
h> When uinirnlMin is in second stage, packet can be routed to the third stage and then turns 

Ku.li tn ine second to continue u b.l.or goes first->third->firsl stage to continue, as inb.2, 
>. i When kiintention is in the lint stage, the minimum adaptive routing is to go in the 

unt. <>ngc sled «ecund stage and turn hack lo the first stage lo continue. 

FIGURE 10. Several examples of congestion and adaptive routing algorithm 

In ticncr.il. adaptive muling is useful when the traffic in the system is not well balanced or/and 

when ihc system is defected. The defection could be a link breaks, or a node collapse». 

I lnwcvcr. adaptive nmiing it very suspicious to deadlock and when the system becomes large, 

the Mtuatmn will he difticuh to predict. 

http://Ku.li
http://ticncr.il
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5. Deadlock free routing algorithm 

Deadlock, without considering adaptive routing, is itself a serious issue and must be addressed 

even for static (deterministic) routing. Deadlock occurs when one packet holds some resources 

while requesting others. The resources here could be SCI queues. In SCI when it is a single 

ring system, the deadlock is solved by using two separate queues, one for request packets and 

one for response packets. The deadlock may also occur when a packet holds a resource and 

waits for a signal to release the resource, while the signal never comes. The reason could be the 

packet LS lost or destroyed somewhere or il is unpredictably misrouted. In SCI. time-out 

scheme is used to solve such deadlocks [SCI-92J. 

However. SCI does not guarantee deadlock-free when an SCI-based system is large and 

interconnected in complex topologies. The multistage SCI network is not deadlock-free if 

u.iffic among the nodes on the same side of the system is allowed. Suppose 4 processor nodes 

send four packets marked with A. B, C. D respectively as in figure 11. When the situation is 

like. 

packet A holds port2's output queue and requires portS's output queue 1 ; 

packet B holds port&'s output queue and requires port3's output queue; 

packet C holds porO's output queue and requires portS's output queue; 

packet D holds portS's output queue and requires port2s output queue. 

A deadlock circle is created. Each packet sits in an output queue and requires another output 

que -. thai is occupied by another packet. Using deeper queues may reduce the probability of 

deadlock w approximately zero, but it cannot eliminate deadlock. 

One way lo solve this deadlock problem is to ,JJow preemption of packets thai are involved in 

(he deadlock situation, and the preempted packets can be either re-routed or discarded. 

Discarding a packei needs an algorithm of retransmitting the packet again. This is difficult in 

SCI-hased systems. Because once a packei is accepted by an output queue, an echo will he 

tend hack u» the wndcr immediately lo acknowledge the SUCCCJU of sending. The sender will 

1 Ifkkml. p*.kcl * m)ut»« ratfl?'» input queue, bul patken in pnn7'% inpul queue tan run he emp 
tusl .luv i.' p'ttM\ iKitput quru* i> hu«> Swnc '"' pKhrt B. C and U 
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S, packet D 

STpacket B 

FIGURE 11. Deadlock issue in multistage SCI network 

ittL-n discard the copy of the packet. To keep the copy longer in the sender or to send the 

iicknnwlcdjimunt later will need a modified protocol. This preemption protocol requires a time-

nut-like logic to delect the happening of deadlock. In principle, preempty one packet will solve 

the deadlixk. so preempty all packets that involve in the deadlock situalion is not needed, bui 

how in synchronize and preempty only one packet is an issue need to be taken care of. 

Mon- reaksucally and effectively, deadlock coukt be solved by choosing suitable deadlock-live 

routing algorithms. A suitable routing algorithm could eliminate the circle that causes 

datdlock. The deadlock in figure 11 could be avoided by disabling the path along 3-6-5- >. This 

IN the path thai was used for packet C. So packet C would need to go via another path. We 

iould easily tind nie and verify thai the path is still minimal The disadvantage is that we 

.uiiliciully unbalance the system and create potential hot spots. 

When communicalion between nodes on the same side of an SCI-based multistage network is 

ditttllnwcd. there w no deadlock circle. 
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6. Conclusions 

In this paper, connecting elementary SCI switches into a large multistage network has been 

introduced. The possibilities of using self-routing and table-lookup routing were investigated. 

The self-routing algorithm is simple and fast It makes chip-design easy. The table-lookup 

routing, on the other hand, provides more flexibility in sacrifice of hardware complexity and 

cost. The simulation results showed clearly thai for such a network with the parameters we 

specified in die simulations, routing delay up to 100 ns will not have much effect on system 

performance. It is therefore no need to make die routing decision very fast. But routing delay 

longer than several hundreds nanoseconds will reduce the system throughput significantly. 

Simulation also showed that for an heavily loaded system, the latency will not increase linearly 

as a functt m of routing delay because the contention problem gets worse when routing delay is 

long. For an overloaded system, latency will be much longer than expected, due to congestion 

in the system. 

Adaptive routing can route packets according 10 the dynamic network conditions, such as 

congestion. It is especially useful when the traffic in the system is not well balanced or/and 

when the system is defected. Two schemes for adaptive routing in the SCI-hased multistage 

networks were presented. The "forth-routing** is easy to manage and implement while "hack-

muting" is more flexible and has relatively long latency. Deadlock-free could be achieved 

cither by preemption or more effectively, by choosing suitable deadlock-free routing algorithm 

that eliminates the circle thai causes deadlock. Some examples were given 10 illustrate the 

routing methods. 

The way die "standard" routing algorithm of S O is not defined yet. and probably will never be. 

hot different kinds of switches and different network architectures, one may find different 

notations. We choose multistage SCI-based system as our start point and we hope that this 

paper could function as a trigger for a general undemanding of routing algorithm in SCt 

nctwtwk.v 
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